
Attorney General of each state                               June 18, 2019 
 
Dear sir/madam Attorney General,  
 
   I am writing to you to inquire in regard to any state laws which may best 
corollate to the Federal Codes listed below.  As you know, local law 
enforcement needs state/local laws to guide them and Federal codes mean 
little to them.  Throughout the U.S. law enforcement is dropping the ball on the 
crime of organized, mercenary stalking which has emerged with a vengeance in 
the last almost two decades.  Yet law enforcement claims it remains all but 
clueless that it even exists much less how to handle it, just like it had to 
scramble to catch up with cyber crimes decades ago.  Some are convinced that 
while being stalked by one person is a crime, being relay-stalked by an 
organized, mercenary group of people is somehow just fine.   They seem 
unfamiliar with this as a previous Mafia practice, and unfamiliar with Federal 
RICO law.  Clearly this must change.  I am therefore asking each State 
Attorney to look into and alert law enforcement to state laws which may bridge 
the gap with the Federal codes below, until modernized laws can deal more 
specifically with this crime.  Once I receive this information, I will be 
approaching State Legislatures to look into tailoring laws to clarify this activity 
is a crime and how to handle it legally. 
 
U.S. Federal Codes: 
 
50 USC Ch 40, §2301 Congressional Findings clearly states that Congress 
recognizes that chemical, biological, radiological and other (electronic) weapons of 
mass destruction are now capable of being made by domestic terrorists and 
criminals. (Weapons of war) 
 
Please delineate the procedures by which local law enforcement would process 
complaints from citizens in regard to assaults on them using chemical, 
biological, radiological and other (electronic) weapons and under the authority 
of which State or local laws or statutes. Please identify the specific authorities, 
such as domestic terrorism units or dangerous device or substance units, 
under the auspices of law enforcement or Fire Departments, etc., which would 
be called in to investigate and verify such terrorist activities and whether they 
would handle it or pass the responsibility to Federal authorities and to which 
ones? In regard to hazmat units and equipment, how sophisticated is the 
equipment available to you at the local level? This proper initial assessment is 
extremely important for public safety as well as determining the seriousness 
and validity of the reported incident(s).  Can it differentiate between dangerous 
non-ionizing radiation as well as dangerous ionizing radiation, weaponized 
microwave, or weaponized Radio Frequency weapons, etc. and can your 
equipment not only detect such dangers but locate their sources with 



accuracy? Can your equipment detect and identify gases or poisons? Do you or 
a nearby hospital have ready antidotes to such toxic assaults?  
 
E.O. S-1233 , DOD Directive S-3321.1 and National Security Directive 130,  the 
United States military and Intelligence Communities are forbidden by law from 
targeting U.S. citizens with PSYOPS within US borders. (Gang stalking/massive 
slander and libel campaigns/ obsessive obstruction of daily activities and the 
acquisition of life necessities, i.e. complete neutralization )  
 
How is your State equipped to handle rogue, fraud, or blatantly criminal 
Federal or even criminal military authorities overstepping their boundaries and 
demanding to be allowed to operate against your citizens in a way that 
tramples the Constitution as well as Federal, State and local laws? Have you 
codified or set limits to what these entities may do in light of the Constitution 
stating that all responsibilities not given to the Federal government specifically, 
reside with the individual states, which are the last stand for our 
Constitutional Rights when it becomes clear that a centralized Federal 
government or elements thereof (Military Industrial Complex) are usurping the 
rights of the people and intentionally harming or endangering them, under 
color of law, for their own nefarious purposes.  
 
E.O. 13526 - Neither Congress nor the President of the United States has the 
right to pass unconstitutional laws in effort to protect government employed 
criminals from being exposed for their wrong-doings. §1.7 (covering classified 
status allocation) specifically states that you cannot specifically classify 
information merely to cover up a crime. Any attempt to illegally seal records from 
disclosure will be viewed as and dealt with as a criminal act. 
 
Have you a plan of action, process, or codified laws that allow you to challenge 
the improper and possibly criminal misuse of claims of   “classification” or the 
histrionic cry of “National Security” to block reasonable inquiries or 
investigations by State or local authorities into the trampling of your citizens’ 
Constitutional and even civil and human rights by rogue Feds and proxies? 
 
E. O. 13606, all who conduct or conspire to facilitate prohibited activities using 
sophisticated electronic technology to harm communications equipment, 
communications networks, or human beings, are Axis of Evil, Rogue State Actor 
or sympathizers or terrorist infiltrators working against the American people and 
public at large, by the definition in (section) § 7, to include transmission and 
display; as well as those using information and communications technology to 
commit serious and grave human rights abuses, in violation of the Counterfeit 
access device fraud and Computer Abuse Act of 1984. (Electronic Harassment). 
 
Have you caught up with the concept of the 21st Century weapons race now in 
the field of Directed Energy Weapons (DEW), such as those that harmed our 
diplomats in Cuba (2017) and China (2018), and the existence of not only war 



theater size weapons on battleships and war planes, but anti-personnel, hand-
held sizes and those in between, mounted on or in vehicles? Are you aware that 
the “non-lethal” crowd control weapons being given to our increasingly 
militarized law enforcement are potentially quite lethal when used for longer 
periods and at higher strengths than recommended for “crowd control”, and 
were meant to be? Crowd control parameters are no guarantee either, such is 
the nature of such electronic weapons that disrupt the human brain and 
nervous system.  
 
10 US Code §950t (2) forbids attacking non-combatant civilians with weapons of 
war.   
 
18 USC §2441 prohibits the Federal governments and agents thereof from 
committing acts of war upon unarmed, non-combatant civilians. 
 
The use of such weapons in acts of (undeclared) war by military or Federal 
personnel or agents thereof (to obscure the identity of the treasonous Federal, 
military or contractor villains) in any capacity or the possession of such 
sophisticated weapons of war by civilians and such being used on civilians, 
needs to be recognized as a serious threat to society and rule of law by the very 
sophisticated, indefensible, long-distance, stealth and lethal nature of such 
weapons. Directed Energy Weapons are not so “directed” and actually have 
broad collateral damage capacity in that they can trigger health emergencies in 
many people and are mutagenic by nature, i.e. they damage DNA. You may see 
neighborhoods or towns with sudden cancer epidemics since the protocol is to 
bombard an innocent target 24/7 for the months or years it takes to induce  
faux “natural causes” death, such as cancer, stroke, heart attack, etc. 
 
18 USC §2340 (c) - Conspiracy to commit torture. 
 
What state laws do you have that not only forbid torture but forbid a 
conspiracy of multiple people to cooperate to facilitate such torture as close to 
24/7 as possible through a highly organized methodology akin to “death by a 
thousand cuts” so as to obscure it as a group effort to torture and murder?  
 
Law Enforcement Impotence 
 
   In regard to ignorant, reticent, confused, or complicit law enforcement that 
for self-serving reasons declines to acknowledge the crimes, methodologies or 
weapons being used in seditious acts being committed by rogue Federal 
criminals, or may even kid itself that the Fusion Center-affiliated Feds, 
military, or contractors are some how above the law, and can murder and 
torture with impunity, there clearly needs to be strong laws and instructions to 
them that they are the guardians of Constitution-based laws, and have no right 



to facilitate the abrogation of the Constitution selectively at the orders of rogue 
Feds and agents thereof, who are usurping State authority to do so as well.  
 
The “Willful Blindness Doctrine”, the purposeful attempt to stay ignorant of 
pertinent facts to avoid civil or criminal liability.  
 
State laws need to clarify the illegality of selectively denying people (whom 
rogue Feds  - DHS, FBI, Fusion Center, etc. have falsely targeted to bloat their 
numbers,  justify their existence, and serve as a pretense for the 
unconstitutional subjugation of State’s rights), equal protection under the law 
by “gaslighting” the victims, i.e. pretending to not believe the crime is 
happening despite multiple similar reports from disparate people in the area in 
previous months or years, lying to victims that no such weapons exist when 
they even have “non-lethal” weapons in their own arsenals, which they well 
know can be weaponized to produce the affects and physical damage victims of 
such assaults are reporting; And further adding insult to injury, by mocking 
the victim as “imagining” such things or trying to get the victim “sectioned” 
when an ever increasing number of technology patents, technology news 
articles, and technological academic white papers, all describe technology fully 
capable of being misused, weaponized, and producing the torturous affects and 
serious damage victims are claiming, are being published.  In essence, 
authorities are denying reality and punishing the victim for speaking truth and 
using a false psychological attack to intimidate and discredit, based on the 
inappropriately lacking opinion of non-medically trained, and technologically 
ignorant or duplicitous law enforcement tasked to shut victims up. 
 
The Crime-Fraud Exception Law may also be applicable in regard to the 
withholding of equal protection under the law to facilitate yet more human rights 
crimes by the perpetrators (under color of law). 
 
18 USC 1510 - Obstructing a criminal investigation, conflict of interest roles in 
government.  
 
Where are your laws prohibiting rogue Feds, military, or contractors using local 
law enforcement to cover up their crimes by not doing their jobs or committing 
further crimes to harass or impede the victim’s search for justice? 
 
18 US Code (sections) §241 and §242 prohibit conspiracy to deprive anyone of 
their Constitutional Rights. (§241 applies to civilians, §242 applies to law 
enforcement and governmental authorities conspiring under color of law.)  
 
42 USC 1985 - Conspiracy to interfere with civil rights. 
 



18 U.S. Code § 249 - Hate crime acts "Offenses involving actual or perceived 
race, color, religion, national origin, gender, sexual orientation, gender identity, or 
disability.   
 
   I suggest you pass strong laws forbidding the abrogation of State authority to 
guarantee your citizens their Constitutional, civil, and human rights even if 
“ordered” by Federal authorities, since the Supreme Court decision Marbury vs 
Madison clarified than unconstitutional laws are void.  
   The pretense for Federal/Military/contractor persecution, torture, murder of 
innocent civilians in the course of creating a never-ending state of war and 
terrorism for profit, is fabricated, secret “threat” accusations by “ringers” paid 
to give false witness against the often randomly targeted victim.  The victim is 
lied about in some heinous way as to evoke hatred, fear, and even loathing of 
the victim to dehumanize him and make those participating in his destruction, 
feel no remorse at unlawful, unconstitutional persecution.  
   Both those who initiate the Homeland Security falsification process “as a 
concerned citizen” citing the victim as a “threat”, and the proxies 
(Infragard/criminal gangs) hired for mercenary stalking harassment to 
discredit (psyop) and to carry out assaults, are apparently recruited as 
“Security role players” or “crisis actors” by third party contractors paid to turn 
Federal tax money into untraceable gift cards for the Fusion Center-trained 
and guided persecutors and predators.  It is unknown if this income is reported 
to State, local, or Federal tax authorities or how it is classified.  
   Among the many, many crimes this self-serving DHS Terrorist Watch List 
hoax focussed on normal Americans encompasses, do not forget “human 
trafficking” and adjust your laws accordingly, they are after all, making money 
off of the non-consensual suffering of other human beings, falsely vilified and 
“sold” into servitude as biospecimens and fake terrorists to feed the growing 
Police State. I suggest a task force to study your applicable laws, then speak to 
legislators to fill in the State law gaps, then educated law enforcement that 
their duty is to Constitutional law first and foremost, then give them the tools 
to deny rogue Federal abuse of your citizens, who are and never have been 
threats or criminals much less terrorists… just scapegoats for evil, power 
hungry criminals and seditionists looking to steal absolute power and rule,  
unopposed.  
 
 
 
 
 
Karen M. Stewart 
NSA Intelligence Analyst, Ret. 
28 years service 
Kams56@me.com 


